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Editorial
Nice! This is the fourth issue of What a Bout! Not that we did not

about roller derby. The girls asked one another about different derby

believe that we would succeed when we started working on the first

issues, and several times we could say that we covered the topic in

texts, logo and the rest, a year ago. I can even say that what we have

WAB and referred to previous issues. And if we have not written

achieved exceeded our expectations. OK, maybe in social media we

about something particular yet, we will for sure. If you have a

hoped for a bit more of fame, but Mark Z does not make it easy, and

specific question, remember that we have a panel of experts who will

we did not want to pay him. Especially as we act pro bono. However,

be happy to assist.

on the other hand our website on WordPress has a bit larger range than
we expected. A handful of stats: for over ten months we have published

The fourth issue is a lot of coverage from various events that have

more than 40 posts, which had a total of over 6,000 views. We really

recently taken place in the region, interesting interviews, and in

like and appreciate it, but to be honest, to move to the next level we

addition to the regular columns that you enjoy, from Rita, Claire,

need some more.

Marko, Lyssa and Ola, we have several surprises. We write about
ramps, patches, we have news from Berlin, Prague, Gdansk,

Due to our special interest in the region of Central and Eastern Europe,

Warsaw, Poznan and Tartu, and this time the amazing Michael

most readers of WAB are from here (52%). Then, we are read in

Bodinovsky from Russia shares his derby art with you.

Western Europe (30%) and North America (14%). The rest of the
world practically does not read WAB yet, but we will try to change it.

Finally, huge congratulations to two teams: Hard Breaking Dolls

Our statistics also confirm that there are still countries in our region

from Prague and Warsaw Hellcats Roller Girls from Warsaw, that

that do not know roller derby, such as Lithuania, Ukraine, Belarus,

are members of WFTDA since February 2019. We already have

Romania, Slovakia, or are just beginning their adventures like Bulgaria

three teams in the region with full membership. We are very happy

or the Balkan countries.

and we keep our fingers crossed for their further growth and that
others will follow them.

It is really worth reading us- we won several players of one of the
Warsaw teams over while we were coming back together from the
event in Poznań. Talks on various topics, but surprise, surprise, also

See you in the summer!
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What A Bout: Us
Tom Malko

Rita Skater
Sports photographer who specializes in roller derby

Started derby in 2015 with Warsaw Hellcats

and obstacle races. Father of three children,

Roller Girls. Intimidated by the roller derby

husband of one wife, vegetarian living also with

options, she undertook all roles: player, NSO, SO,

dog and cat. Tom discovered roller derby only four

LUM, announcer, volunteer, raffle prizes maker,

years ago and felt in love with this sport, he

unicorn and flamingo muffin baker. Now she

abandoned shooting models in favor of skaters.

thinks she knows enough to share things with
others. Her other love are cats and coffee. And
chocolate.

Started skating with Dundee Roller Derby in 2012.

Claire Semple

Marko Niemelä Roller derby photographer since 2010. Seen the

Skating for Team Scotland for the RDWC 2018.

evolution of derby during all these years through

Team therapist in Power of Scotland Men's Roller

the after parties, games, tournaments, skaters,

Derby on three World Cups. College lecturer

volunteers and the amazing people involved in it.

teaching health, fitness and nutrition as well as

Even if the engine has got a lot of derby mileage,

physiology. Sport therapist in her own clinic,

still gets energized by this amazing sports. Home

Semple Sport Therapies. Busy but happy to have

team since beginning has been Helsinki Roller

jobs where she can combine things she loves, sport,

Derby, but been insanely lucky to be a team

fitness and science.

photographer for other great teams too. Other
interests - books, music, food, all things about
space and Lego's

Moan Alisa

British / Ukrainian but after living in many

Medicine student trying to combine her studies

countries she settled in Prague. The reason why she

and passion for roller derby and skating in general.

is here longer than anywhere else is because she

Former couch potato, started skating almost two

joined Hard Breaking Dolls. Not just a roller derby

years ago and felt in love with this amazing sport.

team, but also a sisterhood that she loves with all

Currently skating with and managing Gdańsk

her heart! Alisa wrote articles for the music zines

Chrome Sirens Roller Derby League. Hobbies

in the past, but as RD is slowly taking over her life,

include discovering new places, watching movies,

she thought she'd give it a go with WAB. Also a

dogspotting and sleeping.

Med-Life Crisis

big fan of horror cinema, music, and ramp skating.
She's vegan and has 2 beautiful cats.

Started skating with Riga Roller Derby in 2015.

Psycho Candy

Discovered roller derby thanks to an interview
with oneof the contestants of the Latvian national
Eurovision contest who was also skating with the
team at the time. Recently has fallen in love with
ramp skating and occasionally also DJs on roller
skates

Sam Skipsey

Axis of Stevil

He is a referee (Skating Official - SO) and a fan of
all things related to derby patches. He is the former
lead writer for Roller Derby Rule of the Day and is
the author of The Zen of Reffing Roller Derby
training program. When not involved in roller
derby he stays busy raising his nine year-old son.

Roller Derby photographer, videographer, fan,

On roller skates for 5 years continuously. Manager

writer and statistician since 2010; Sam discovered

of Chicks In Bowls Poland, nowadays living in

Roller Derby just in time for the build up to the

Prague. Organiser of ramp meetups in Poland and

first RDWC, and stayed around long enough to

Czech Republic, Roller Disco events in Prague, co-

help plan and organise the third one so far. Editor

organiser of Wintour Bootcamp with Lady Trample

of the Scottish Roller Derby Blog, dedicated to

and Scald Eagle in Warsaw, the content author on

promoting all parts of the sport, from Patagonia

ilovewrotki.pl. The most important to her is sincere

through to the Pohjola. Very reliant on Google

passion, good skate crew around and cat at home

Cosmic Payback
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Skates in the city

by Med-Life Crisis (Ola Kałużna)

photos by TomMalko & Rita Skater

Don’t lose your head,
we’re here to help - all you need to know about helmets

Do you remember being a child and your parents making you

involves temporary memory loss, nausea, vomiting and terrible

wear a helmet while roller skating or riding a bike? We’ve all been

headaches. Also, have you ever heard of chronic traumatic

there and we all hated it, didn’t we? But we’ve grown up since then

encephalopathy or “boxer’s dementia”? It’s a neurodegenerative

and now we’re a lot wiser… or are we really? We’ve become adults

disease (like e.g. Alzheimer’s disease) that happens after you

and for us, it means not feeling ashamed of wearing a helmet any

suffered from repeated head injuries. Recent research shows that

more and actually acknowledging how important it is to protect your

many former skateboarders who decided not to use helmets often

head in every possible way. We hope we can talk you into it too! If

suffer from it.

you’re already on our side, but you have some questions regarding
how you should choose a helmet and how to take proper care of it,

You may think you’re not falling a lot. Skateparks are not your

we’re also coming to the rescue.

thing or you’re only practising things that you’re familiar with. You
mostly just skate recreationally anyway, right? Besides, the helmet

Why is wearing helmet so important?

makes your head sweat and your hair looks awful after you take it
off. We really get that.

Your head is the most important thing in the whole world, or at least
it should be for you. It’s carrying around your most valuable

But think about all the things you can’t control. This small rock

possession - your brain. Hitting your head with substantial force

under your wheel. This child on a scooter that gets in the middle of

without a helmet can cause a lot of dangerous short- and long-term

your line in a bowl. That biker who didn’t see you on the turning.

harmful effects. Oh my, it can even kill you if you’re unlucky -

That new bearing which has just cracked and you have no idea why.

falling back on a ramp or just skating fast and hitting your head on

You might not get enough time to react. It’s always better safe than

pavement can literally make your skull crack. It can also cause a

sorry.

concussion, which requires spending a few days in a hospital,
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Skates in the city
I’m convinced! How should I choose a helmet?

When it comes to helmets, in most cases you get what you pay for.
Does it mean you have to spend a hella lot of money when you’re just
starting your adventure and you’re not even sure if roller skating is
your thing? Of course, no. It only means that you should consider
getting the best possible helmet if you decide to level up and, for
example, start park skating, downhills or roller derby - so basically
anything that involves a high risk of forceful bumping in the head.

Firstly, you should look for a helmet that is made for skating. Bicycle
helmets may not be the best option, as they tend to have a different
shape, not adapted for skating falls. Your first helmet should be just
the right size, so it should cover your whole head including at least
half of your forehead and it should be firmly placed on your head either well-adjusted by the adjustment system or proper lining
(depending on the model you choose).

Every helmet you ever buy should be certified. That means it’s been
checked under certain circumstances and if it says it’s good for
skating, it’s true. The most important difference between skating
helmets is whether they’re single or multiple impacts. Single impact
helmets should be replaced after every forceful hit, even if you can’t
see any cracks. They tend to be on the cheaper side. Multiple impact
helmet, on the other hand, can take a few hits before you need to
replace it, though it’s probably going to be a bit more expensive.
Generally, look for ASTM 1492 certification if you want to buy a
multiple impact helmet. For those reasons you should never buy a
second-hand helmet - you never know what happened to it before,
right?

So I’ve bought my first (or another) helmet, what now?

There are a few things you need to keep in mind. Firstly, you should
be very careful if you want to paint on it. We’re not saying it’s
impossible, but not every paint is a good choice. There are some kinds
of paint that can damage the structure of a plastic shell. On some
helmets, you could see a ban on putting stickers on them - it’s mainly
because of the possibility of not seeing a crack on the shell if it hides
under a sticker. So if you decide to plaster your helmet with many
stickers, be sure to check it for cracks after every, even minor, hit. You
should also be informed that helmets have a “best-before date”, so you
should replace your helmet even if it hasn’t been damaged, after a few
years of use.

So, you’re good to go! Put on your new, beautiful helmet, full of
stickers of your favorite derby teams and other cool stuff and go for a
skate! Even if you fall, you’ll be protected, because #safetyissexy ;)

#safetyissexy
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We were there!

Three is a magic number
text and photos Tom Malko

We live in a world of three dimensions, although quantum

also see the Italian team Stryx Roller Derby Salento as well as the

physics suggests that time may be the fourth one. When it comes to

Mixed Team, consisting of the players from all over Poland and

me, my fourth dimension has a serious defect, because I am

completed by two players from another Italian team, Bone-

constantly lacking it ... So let's stick to the version that there are

Crushing Hyenas, from Bologna. It is quite known that, on one

only three. There is also an old Latin saying: "omne trium

hand, the concept of a mixed team arises from the problems of

perfectum", which, in free translation, means that everything that is

almost all Polish leagues to form the rosters, especially away ones,

triple is perfect. It is also said that man is the mind, body and soul,

but on the other hand, it has one huge advantage. It integrates the

or as Plato taught: intellect, higher feelings and lower passions.

roller derby community in the country. Thanks to that, we also

There are Trinities, triangles, farmers cultivated a three-field

have more fans in the stands, and after parties are probably even

system, children listen to stories about three pigs or bears, and

more interesting. By the way, I have to go to at least one, but

photographers have their RGB, three colours from which all others

somehow it has never happened ... Remember the defect of my

are made. In roller derby, we have tripleheaders, which are the

fourth dimension? Well, I have three kids at home, so it's perfect

smallest possible tournaments. Three teams, three matches and

anyway.

everyone plays with each other.
The second Tripleheader was a tournament organized by Bad
Recently, we had two tripleheaders in Poland. The first one was

Rangers Poznań Roller Derby League. In one of the previous

the Best Worst Warsaw coed Tripleheader organized by Worst

issues, we dedicated a lot of space on the articles about them. This

Warsaw Derby League in February. Beside the hosts, we could

league was formed from the merger of two Poznań teams. They
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We were there!

are fine, they are growing and have just held their first serious event,

I am not writing about the results, who won, who became the best

where they had a full roster, and even supported Mixed Team,

blocker, jammer, etc. Either you know it or you can check it out on

which also played here. Perhaps it would be worth naming mixed

the websites of the teams. Let me just recall a few pictures from both

team, with a proper name, maybe coming up with its logo ... An idea

tournaments, which capture what is the most beautiful in this sport,

to consider for those interested. The third team was Prussian Fat

for me personally. I don’t know if Cartier-Bresson, the famous

Cats from Potsdam. Tripleheader in Poznan took place the day after

French photographer, the father of the reportage photography and

the International Women's Day and was called GRRRL_PWR. The

decisive moment, had the opportunity to see roller derby in life.

track was indeed full of power and magic of women. Due to the

Probably not, but I suspect that if he took his Leica to the afterlife, he

proximity of March 8, the tournament was all women's, and the

couldn't rest in peace and they might have a fine gallery of derby

head ref was also a woman.

photographs there.
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People behind the track
text by Rita Skater

We have already written about the players and roller derby officials, and although they are a very important part of the
roller derby, not only they are necessary for the match to take place. To organize a super event, you need a whole bunch of
people who will agree to help you, whether for love for a derby or for a friendship. So from the beginning:

VENUE
To play the game the most important is to

in the CSW. I have heard that the possibility

Noisy?

have place to do it. Many teams struggle with

of including this sport in the Olympic program

As I said before, our cooperation is great - the

the problem of finding a hall. Not enough that

is being considered. It is also great news for us

skaters do not leave any mess. Certainly

it must have the right dimensions, be

and perhaps international promotion. I know

during the competition they fight on the track

affordable, it's the owners who hear "roller

that many people managing sports facilities

- but after the competition they are smiling

skates" should not immediately tremble for

are concerned that the floor-parquet will be

and chill. And we always receive payments

fear of their floor. Fortunately for Warsaw,

scratched, that there will be marks after the

for the hall ahead of schedule.

there are two roller-friendly halls. And we're

track has been taped. Our example clearly

talking to the director of one of them. Meet

shows that you should not be afraid of this.

Agnieszka Borowa from the Sports Center
Wilanow (CSW).

I remember how Warsaw Hellcats organized
its debut event at the CSW. It was the first

What do you think - what would convince

such a big and serious bootcamp. I was

other directors / hall owners to let skaters in?

terrified if everything would work, or we

How to convince them of this?

forgot nothing. It is safe to say that I

roller skaters the opportunity to rent it? Why

The best recommendation is the number of

panicked “a little”. Then your team helped

did you decide to do it?

jointly organized events over the past few

Our task as the Wilanów Sports Center, is to

years and mine, a personal assurance that our

create conditions for practicing various sports,

cooperation so far has been excellent, and that

Roller Derby is a team, spectacular, mainly

nothing bad is happening with the floor.

Many of the sports halls

refuse to give the

female discipline. Some of our residents have
not encountered this discipline before and they

Is there anything that bothers you in hostings

can see duels on roller skates for the first time

katers? They leave a mess? They are rude?

me both substantively and supported me
emotionally. For which I really wanted to
thank you from this place. How is your team
gathered? Is this "service" a norm for you?
Do the roller skaters have a special place in
your heart?
My team of employees are people who, with
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their attitude, passion and professionalism,
want and can share with other people. In
addition, they are open to cooperation and to
new sports disciplines emerging in Poland and
related experience. We always try to provide
maximum focus on the needs and expectations
of our clients. Of course, the roller-skaters
have a special place in our hearts, if only
because of such a well arranged cooperation.
We like people with passion because we feel it
ourselves. I think that we will organize next
events of a similar rank together.

TRACK
Tracking is a difficult thing; it must be

I brought the prototype to a game in Liverpool

got such a global following. They’ve been

measured in accordance with WFTDA

and laid the track there. Word got out and it

used for several WFTDA and MRDA

requirements and taped so that it survives the

took off pretty quickly!

tournaments, which has been a great

whole event. Fortunately, there are tools that

Boardzilla came about along similar lines. I’d

validation. The best moment was seeing 3 of

make it much easier for us and can definitely

see NSO kits arriving in several broken boxes

them in use at the Women’s World Cup in

shorten the time of this task. We present you

or supermarket bags. Things would always be

Manchester.

Bryn Jones - inventor of Trackzilla and

missing or just in the way. Then the

Boardzilla.

whiteboards would need to be sat on some

Are you customizing trackzillas/boardzillas?

chairs and they’d usually fall over in a breeze.

What was the weirdest order?

Who are you “in real life” and in “derby

I wanted an all-in-one NSO kit that doubled as

I do! They all come with custom paint jobs,

world”?

the IWB and stand. It even had wheels! I

usually to match team colours. The one for a

By day, I’m a mild-mannered school caretaker

made one for Misschief, my wife, who is a

league in the USA that wanted it flicked with

and woodworker / artist. I make stuff out of

highly experienced NSO and it got a lot of

different paint colours was the most fun one.

things! In the derby world, I am Tre Cruel - a

attention at games.

referee of 7 years and counting.
What is the shortest time you have ever heard
How did you get the idea of trackzilla &

of using the trackzilla to put the track?

boardzilla? How it turned into business?

I’ve laid a full regulation track by myself in

In the early days of travelling to games, I’d

40mins. That includes safety lane and bench

usually arrive early as I don’t like being late.

and box areas.

I’d usually arrive when the hall setup was just

down in a little over 5mins once.

I managed to put a scrim track

starting so I’d offer to help out laying the
track. After seeing how much effort, time and

How many trackzillas are in the world? And

volunteers it would take to lay a track, I

how many are “working” actively?

figured there must be a more efficient way to

At the last count, there are around 140

do the job. I started tinkering with different

Trackzillas out in the wild! There are a few

methods of getting the rope under the tape

leagues who have one that are no longer still

neatly and precisely. The first version had

going so theirs might be in hibernation. I

little skis instead of the roller with the groove.

know some have sold theirs on. I’d like to

This was a bit of a failure! The next attempt

think most are still happily spitting out tape

used two skate wheels glued together with a

and rope though!

groove carved into them. That was the winner
and I started refining that design to make it

Where did the trackzilla travel the farthest?

better and better. It turned out that I was

At what biggest event was it used?

developing Trackzilla at the same time as a

I’ve sent 3 to Australia, 1 to New Zealand and

couple of other people were tackling the same

China has one too! There are quite a few in

problem. Interestingly, we all seemed to come

the USA as well. I find that so strange as

out with similar concepts.

something I’ve made in my backyard shed has

12
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One league asked for two Trackzillas so they
could lay the track even faster. I had to design
a storage case that could house both of them,
one above the other. That was and interesting
job.

Which one is your favourite?
Haha! The spattery colours one! My workshop
still has splats of that paint everywhere! I
would just flick a dollop of paint at it from
across the shop from a plastic teaspoon!

Now short track roller derby is getting more
and more popular. Are you thinking about
making trackzilla for it?
To be honest, I’m not too familiar with the
specs of short track. I’d assume it would be
fairly simple to alter the setting out kit and
boundary rope lengths to suit so I’m sure it
can be done if I get a request!

MEDICAL CARE

[photo of fb post by Warsaw Hellcats “Hello! Is there a medic here? Maybe among our fans there
is a medical rescuer who would like to watch live games of three valorous teams, additionally

During each game everyone hopes that no one
will get a serious injury, and the only thing

taking the role of a medic's tent during the event and gain undying gratitude to all Cats and team
gadgets? If so - be sure to leave us a message! We need you on September 30]

that will happen is a few commemorative
bruises. However, the care of medics at every
event is essential. They not only provide

We improve ourselves every day. We respond

appreciate the joy and professionalism of the

professional assistance in an emergency, but

to emerging needs and face challenges. New,

skaters.

their very presence in the room, the view of

ambitious goals are our priority. We take care

the characteristic orange (in Poland) suits

of our professional employees so that they can

The first RD event you were at was... What

calms down, allows you to feel safe and focus

take care of you. Openness, cooperation,

were your feelings?

on the game.

constant contact and flexibility are our best

The first RD event in which we participated

practice. We believe in timeless values,

was SLAVIC TRIPLE HEADER, in

people, our mission and its success.

September 2017. First impression? What this

What is Moto - Medic? How was it created
and what for? What are you doing?

is all about? They will kill each other !!! But

Moto-Medic exists since 2012. We were

How was it with Roller Derby? Who found

fortunately this didn’t happen and at the end

created from a combination of passion for

whom?

of the third match we understood the rules

riding a motorcycle and the willingness to

We have the curiosity about the world. We try

more or less, and also appreciated the great

help other people. With time, people gathered

to follow various interesting events in the

physical condition of the girls. This is really

around this idea, who, despite the differences

media, including sports. We've watched the

difficult and demanding sport!

between them and their love of independence,

profile of Warsaw Hellcats Roller Girls on

built a well-integrated team.

Facebook for a while and when the Cats

For you, the less work, the better because it

We are of different ages, we have different

decided to find the "Superhero" we did not

means that everyone is all safe and healthy :)

passions and temperaments. We like to laugh,

think long about it.

What is it like at RD events? Are you bored

have fun and spend time actively. We value

or do you have your hands full? What

loyalty, responsibility and people. We share

Did you know what RD is before you started

the need to help others, to be interested in the

to come to the games? Have you been

broadly understood rescue and to get familiar

looking for information on what is a roller

nothing more pleasant than to be a "talisman"

with first aid issues.

derby before the first event?

in such a game, because it means that

Not completely. Of course, we read a lot of

everyone is all healthy. The most common

different information available in the media,

injuries that occur during such games are

but only after finding out on the games

obviously the effects of serious falls during

allowed us to better understand the rules and

match but also a fierce battle for points.

happens most often?
We like our work very much, but there is
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Cut eyebrows, lips or injured hands are

as it might seem. It is worth paying attention

actually "must be" at each meeting. In breaks,

to the staff's experience andmedical

on the other hand, we deal with less

equipment used during work. It is worth

dangerously bruised (different) body parts.

taking a look at how a security team works
elsewhere or consult others. Of course, one

Are RD players crybabies?

should remember to make sure that a given

Absolutely not! All players are really hard

company is listed in the Register of Entities

asses.

performing medical activities or has current
OC insurance. Health and life are the two

Does something differentiate RD from other

greatest values, so it's good to have confidence

events you are on?

in whom you entrust them with.

The atmosphere at RD is amazing. It is rare
that there are such nice relations between
teams and players where the competition is.
Observing players there is the impression that
everyone is friends with each other (and I
think something is on...).

Are you available only in Warsaw? In
Poland? Where people can find you and how
to reach you?
Usually, we operate in the Masovian Province,
however, sometimes we travel to further parts
of the country, as well as outside Poland.

Looking for medical care (that's what we
say?) - what to manage? How to choose the
right, responsible people?
Yes, it's exactly that way. There is also a
saying: medical cover. Currently, there are a
lot of entities providing such services on the
market, and yet the choice is not as simple

PHOTOGRAPHER

IRL I’m a set photographer, shooting movies
for press/promotion (more a paid passion than

We all know them well: D They capture our
struggles, our best moves, the weirdest faces
during the game, the atmosphere of the game
and our profile pictures come from their
resources. Meet Vinciane Pierart known as
NSP 189

What NSP189 means? If I can ask
Of course you can ask ;-) When I began

a pay-the-bill job ;). I do that from time to
time since 15 years. I like the huge gap
between shooting a movie with rehearsals and
plural opportunities to get the good pic and
roller derby when you only have one chance
to catch an action and even less an apex.

How it started? The photography in general
and photography of RD?

shooting derby I already knew I will never put

I followed my first shooting course like 30y

skate on my feet as my level is Fisher-Price

ago during school holidays. I continued

skates… in the grass. I liked the NSO

shooting for pleasure then at university as part

acronym so naturally I came to NSP, Non-

of my studies in communication back to 1994

Skating Photographer imaging they could be

and got a photographer diploma from evening

other NSP around the derby world. And 189 is

courses in 2000. Then discovered set

my birth date, Sept. 18.

photography and liked the “behind-thecurtain”side of the making of a movie. It’s a

Do you only photograph roller derby?
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particular atmosphere. Roller derby

The Talk
photography became quickly a passion after

officials, photographers cannot access it, not

should do after the tournament (in a matter

my first event, almost an all-weekends

even get a bottle of water. Really?! What will

of photographers)? Do you like when they

activity. Trying to catch moments, freezing

happen if 3 photographers get in among 21

share your pictures? Thank you notes? Crazy

actions is amazing when you got it focused.

officials. But leagues finally seems to realize

after parties?

that we are not stomach on legs. (not sure of
What is most important for you at the RD

this expression, it’s a literal french translation

event?

from “estomac-sur-pattes” like people eating

The people. The way they show you kindness,

A LOT). Don’t forget they are covering often

consideration and respect. We, derby

ALL the games of a tournament without rest.

photographers, are also volunteers, we come

After tournament, yes a thank you post with
links to our pages could be a good thing with a
reminder of how to use pictures on social
medias (do not crop, don’t forget to credit…)
Usually I share my albums directly on the

and shoot for pleasure and don’t get money

What should the team ensure / do, to make

from our shots. If we don’t feel welcome or

you remember their event well?

notification. If I’m head, I will thank my crew

part of the event, well why continue? A smile

The vital minimum for a derby shooter is (not

on my name and remind their page as well.

at the door, a wink exchanged with an official,

in preference order): free pass, food/drink,

After parties are not a privilege for shooters,

being asked if everything is ok for us or even

dedicated place around and inside the track

it’s a way of living roller derby ;) If there is a

a hand-shake/thank you at the end of the game

(those famous squares), access to power to

closing speech, don’t forget to mention at least

is always cool to receive.

charge batteries, smiles, hugs, thank you, a

the head photographer and their crew.

How a team can invite a photographer to

place to rest (sharing a room is not a problem)

their event? What is polite and what you

and if it's planned for officials why not add

consider to be rude?

goodies for shooters too (goodie bag, patch,

event page so all people attending receive a

tshirt, we also like that kind of stuff ;-)?

All these people / roles are just the tip of the

What I can say is that all depends on the

Depending again on the budget, the venue,

iceberg to organize a really good event! In

league, the size of the event and the budget.

etc. of course! Also if possible suggest they

our next articles we will remind you how

We are not as important as officials for

can be included in the hosting process if

important they are and how many more people

instance, without shooters well the game can

needed.

are needed to create an amazing game or
tournament. Don't forget to show them how

happen after all but what I’ve always found a
little rude is that if there is a big buffet for the

What is most important thing organizers

much you appreciate them!
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Just DIY
Paint your

helmet
by Rita Skater

tutorial - it's easier than you think
text and photos by Rita Skater

As you can read in “Skates in the city” we highly recommend wearing helmet at any occasion on skates. We know
you might feel you don’t look pretty in it but that’s why we always have DIY tips for you :) In sport stores or skate
shops you might find helmets in any colour you wish and with very different patterns but sometimes it’s just not
enough. That’s why today we’ll tell you how to repaint your helmet.

You will need:
-

-

helmet - I don’t recommend to repaint shiny

-

new helmets (what’s the use?), but also make

it’s intended for PVC and plastics (according

sure your helmet is safe and don’t need to be

to the instructions, try to paint on a less visible

replaced more than repaint

part of the helmet)

things to get rid of stickers: sth greasy, warm

-

water, brush
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spray paint: primer and colour one - make sure

-

solvent (eg nail polish remover), fine sandpaper

-

aluminum foil, masking / painting tape

place to paint: garbage bag / old newspapers,
roll of paper towels

-

pencil and paper knife

Just DIY
Remove helmet liners (now it’s also good

Use sth greasy (mayonnaise / old body

Wash in warm water (with brush) -

time to wash them ;) ), clean the helmet

balm / olive) - put it on stickers, wait a

warm water will help to dissolve glue.

while and scrap - work good on

Use nail polish remover to remove rest

stubborn paper stickers.

of the glue.

from dust, get rid of stickers - try few ways:
scrap them off with hands or paper knive.

Sandpaper the helmet for increases

Protect inside with alufoil and

Degrease again with nail polish

surface adhesion for paint - do it very

painter tape - cover all parts that

remover - that’s preventing later the

gently to not damage the helmet! It is

you don’t want to be painted.

paint to fall off.

very important as we want it to still
protect our brains.

Prepare place:

-

-

you can paint outside the house - choose a

-

don’t forget about your animals! Paint can be

place hidden from wind (wind can bring dust

toxic for them! And look out at the fur - it likes

on your fresh painted helmet)

to get stick to the painting surface and don’t

you can paint inside house - protect all
surfaces from paint (here you can use cut open
garbage bag / old news papers)

look very well under the paint
-

I find it very comfortable to put helmet on
paper towels roll - you have access to whole
helmet from every side and still it’s stable
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Just DIY
Use primer paint - read the instructions! Use

Use colour paint - As above! Be

thin layers to avoid stains.

patient! Let the paint dry before next
(third layer of primer - my

(first layer of primer)

You can of course use other things to

Take off masking tape, put liners

customize your helmet: stickers, fake

inside and voila! You’re ready to

flowers, sequins ect just remember to

go!

not use the objects that are sharp and
hard, because:
a)

you may fall down and those things
can fall apart from your helmet and
make you additional harm

b)

you can fall on somebody else with
your head and make then harm with
your helmet

c)

in roller derby there are rules about
how your helmet can or can’t look
like
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layer! Don’t touch before it dries!

recommendation is 3 layers)

Through the viewfinder

So, you want to be a roller derby

photographer?
text and photos by Marko Niemelä

When I pick up the ideas for the quarterly column, we usually chat

urban findings and learning how my camera works. Then a friend of

with What A Bout’s Tom about them. I’m good with writing when I

mine had just started a freshmeat period with Helsinki Roller Derby and

get things rolling, but I usually need a good push to get moving - and

all I heard her talk about was how cool all of it was - the people, the

that’s when Tom steps in. He gives me an idea, motivation and

gear, the sports - just something completely different from all the things

(gently) kicks me off. It has worked well and it worked this time too -

she has seen before. At that point, HRD already had a photographer but

although when he suggested that I might take a glance at the past and

he turned out to be referee for the team, and as my friend knew that I

my road as a photographer, I was honestly daunted by the task. Soon I

was taking some sorts of snaps, she asked me to come into a training

have been taking roller derby photos for 10 years, and in that time

session with my camera and take few photos and see what I like. Í had

you get a lot of memories even if you live a “normal” life - but being

this very cheap basicCanon and a kit lens and it wasn’t suitable for

part of the fast growing, fast paced sports that evolves all the time -

anything else than taking stills of flowers, but when I got back from the

it’s a completely new thing. So many games, events, people,

first training session I had captured and saw the photos, I was

countries and venues that I don’t know even where to begin with. But

electrified. By the standards I have now I would thrash most of the stuff

like all journeys, this story gets forward with the first step.

that I took that day, but back then.. man oh man, all the action, colours,
face paints and excitement just came through the screen. I saw

I started my journey with roller derby late 2009. At that point I was a

something new and explosive and it took me with a sweep like a

self-learning beginner photographer, mostly taking pics of nature and

tsunami and that’s where I’ve been ever since, riding the waves.
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Through the viewfinder
And the parties! Oh my these people knew how to party! In the early

I was also so drunk taking photos that time that afterwards I didn't

stages, we partied after every Friday scrimmage - after final whistle we

even remember what I was doing. Or the horror on my first WFTDA

packed into a local karaoke joint and sang and drank all the way

playoffs when I noticed that something in the venue was causing

through, all with the same enthusiasm as they practiced and played and

troubles to my flashes and they fired only half of the time. Half of the

I took photos. Maybe that’s why post-production is still my least

shots were just simply bad and unusable.

favorite thing to do as I equate it with hangover…
Of course it hasn't been a trip of horrors all the time. By far the good
At this point it would be a good thing to point out that you CAN take

experiences have overlapped the bad ones - like the whole Roller

roller derby photos with pretty much any camera. Modern phones and

Derby World Cup-experience where me and Vinciane got to be co-

their amazing cameras work too on some occasions! You can do

head photographers for the whole thing. The atmosphere and the crew

wonders with a cheap-o camera and a kit lens, but at least for me at

was just amazing the whole way through. And I can't forget the magic

some point I noticed that if I wanted to improve myself to a direction I

of my first Champs where I worked as WFTDA’s contracted

wanted to be, I needed better equipment. Following a fast sport, I

photographer. Victoria won the whole thing, I saw Rose City’s intro

needed a camera with a good autofocus system. Then I wanted to get

for the first time and the quality of derby was just through the roof. I

closer and see better, so I needed lenses with better quality and larger

also have to mention the time when HRD All Stars traveled to their

zooms. Then I wanted more light, so after few years I bought flashes,

first playoffs in Omaha, USA, and won their first playoff-game in the

and the more you get photos you need a good platform to post-process

last jam of the game. I totally forgot to take photos for the last 3

so new laptop with good programs is a must go. Basically on the day

minutes of the game.

you decide to be a roller derby photographer, you start shoveling

which kinda makes me not the best derby photographer on those

money in to a bonfire - it’s just never ending.

occasions…

I always do when the game gets too exciting,

Anyway, results and the photos I’m now taking don’t come easy. As I
am a photographer who learned all by itself, I needed repetition to
exhaustion. I took photos at most of training sessions, scrimmages,
games home and abroad. I took photos at the after parties, street
skates, I took (and take) player portraits and I shoot just about
everything you can shoot when it comes to roller derby. By now I
have taken hundreds of thousands of photos and I have learned a bit
photo by photo, understanding what I want my pics to express and
how to get there. I understand that some people are natural or they
have more experience and things come easier for them, but I had to
take the long route. But it doesn’t matter, cause I have loved the
journey and I loved how I have learned to be the photographer I am
today. I can be proud of what I achieved and say from each photo
“Hey, I took that” with a bit of pride and confidence in my voice.

So, you want to be a roller derby photographer? Join me on next issue
where I continue with a new column cleverly spelled “So, you want
to be a roller derby photographer?”!
One of the succesful photos from the first WFTDA playoffs I attended Falcon Punch from Montreal

Pretty early on I knew that this is the thing I wanted to do. Roller
derby photography gave me a sense of belonging and a way to
express myself artistically, a thing that I have struggled with most of
my life before that. And I got so many chances to travel! Sweden,
UK, Scotland, Denmark, Germany, Canada, USA - countries just kept
piling up the more i got involved. So many weird venues come to my
mind, I remember taking photos in a cold venue up on a mountain in
a rural village in Tenerife, the whole place smelled of cow poo and
we were freezing our butts off - but it was so much fun! Or that time
when we traveled to Edinburgh and the whole venue had this weird
orange hue to it which made all the photos look terrible.
On that time in Stockholm where the venue was a ice hockey hall and
the floor was so slippery of the dust that the crew there decided to
pour some Dr Pepper on the floor to make it more sticky… Just to
make the dust to form a sticky mess that stuck on the skaters wheels.

Loren Mutch from the Rose City during their intro at the 2017 WFTDA
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Champs.

Keep it Semple

Fitness and Derby
The story behind Block in Turin

Part 2

by Claire Semple

photos: private archives and canva database

The last article looked at the basics of fitness for derby; endurance, stamina and cardiovascular fitness, the golden trio
required for derby of all levels and looking in some detail on how to train, build on them and develop in any direction
you wish depending upon your own goals and league goals. This time we will explore strength aspect of derby.

When talking about strength in derby we are looking at it from a
few angles; the physical aspect of being strong, enhancing your
performance, and something especially crucial in our game, reducing
chances of injury.

Each of these come from various ways of training,

before getting the lowdown on what to do, lets look at the ways you
can strength train for roller derby.

Being strong
Basic movements such as derby stance and knee taps or receiving the
first hit all seem so tough to begin with. You have little strength to get
up from your knee taps or just crumble under impact. The more you
practice the stronger your stance becomes, you bounce back up from
falling and any impact you can take on without a wobble. Over the
course of practicing you have built a foundation of strength. Repetition
has made your muscles grow and become more responsive, have more
power, force and more control due to muscle stimulation.

Derby

certainly makes you strong, developing skills and then pushing yourself
physically outside derby makes you stronger.

increased muscular strength greatly enhances performance ability; to
jump higher and further, be faster and more powerful (1). But not
only overall performance; specifics of derby can be developed and

Overall performance - Speed, power, agility and muscle endurance.
The evolution of derby has seen a rise in off-skates training with much
more focus on training to enhance speed, power, agility and muscle
endurance.

Researched based evidence supports the opinion that

improved utilising any of these training methods to fine tune, improve
and strengthen any weak spots a skater may feel they need to focus
on.

Strength and Conditioning based sessions are now a staple in the

training diet of any derby athlete from WFTDA top ten skaters all the
way to the new skaters starting out.
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Reducing injury
Inevitably we will, at some point in our derby careers, fall foul to
injury.

We can’t anticipate what is going to happen or when, we

can only prepare our bodies the best we can to help minimise at
best.

Inclusion of strength-based training works in a couple of ways

toward injury prevention.

First up, weakness, imbalances or overuse within your
performance/technique may lead to injury. Identifying these will
allow you to tailor your sessions accordingly and rectify these
therefor reducing your chances of injury.

Secondly, physiological adaptations occur with strength training.
Ligaments and tendon, their attachment to bone, joint cartilage and
connective tissue within muscles, all increase in strength overtime;
making them more resilient to soft tissue injuries such as sprains.
Working to strengthen soft tissue will also help to shorten recovery
time with correct rehabilitation. Another adaption proven through
research is increased bone density and mineral content, this is will
greatly aid prevention of skeletal injuries. (2)

Training sessions
What are strength, agility and plyometrics sessions, what do they do
and how do you then go about training these types of sessions?

Strength based sessions are a form of training using resistance to
stimulate and develop muscle strength and size.

Body weight,

resistance machines, free weights and now ever more popular is
Olympic style lifting or Crossfit. All of these will give you what you
require in developing strength; Crossfit style training will also
improve muscular endurance as well as strength.

IG @paulina_holtz
Focus for agility training is to increase the reaction times of body
movement as a whole in response to stimulus (3).

Relating this

directly to roller derby there are a number of factors; juking,
avoiding offence, taking off after a jammer or change of
directionand footwork.

The stimuli are there; we have to respond as

quickly as possible. Agility sessions sharpen our reflexes to the
stimuli; our muscles fire up faster and cognitive reactions increase.
Adding strength session with agility only enhances our ability to
respond much more quickly.

Finally plyometric training. This encompasses everything, I guess
you could say, that is roller derby; speed, strength and power.
Plyometrics are explosive movements utilising body weight as
resistance; speed, strength and power are massively improved.
Physiologically we are improving contraction of the muscles fibres
making them much more efficient, in the long term we are more
efficient in our actions and reactions (4).

I base my training on first and foremost, what I like to do (strength
based), what I require from my training on a month-to-month basis
and whether I am in preparation for a tournament (which I am at the
moment for West Track Story 7). Below is an insight into a training
week and what that incorporates; take inspiration from this and get
creative with your own sessions.
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Strength based sessions - Leg, back, chest
day splits.
This means I work on these areas specifically
for strength with some isolation focus to work
on any weaknesses I need to fix.

These are a main component in all my
sessions for strength; I’ll mix and match, add
some and remove some, depending on how I
am feeling and what I need to focus on a little
more.

I do these once a week each and work

in a heavy weight/low repetition for the
compound moves (multi joint moves), and
low weight /high repetition for more isolation
work on my weaknesses.

Conditioning – agility, plyometrics, muscle
endurance
I work these in twice a week, and in the lead
up to a tournament (and if I feel I am needing
to get myself back in gear), three times a
week. Agility and plyometrics focus being
short, sharp, body weight drills and specific to
my needs as a jammer.

For muscle endurance I’m looking to do
maximum effort, full bodywork and over a
twenty to thirty minute period.

It will be a

mixture of body weight, kettle bells, prowlers,
battle ropes etc.
With these I either stick with two exercises
and work these throughout the set, or switch
up and do two different exercises each set.

Over time I have built up a little catalogue of sessions I regularly use

training (5), and large reductions in symptoms of depression have also

and switch between, some are tougher than others, it depends on how

been researched and recognised (5).

I’m feeling that day or coming back from injury.

Agility, plyometric

and ME sessions need to be built up over time and done within your

Whenever and however you decide to start strength training, you will

own abilities with adaptions and certainly regressions throughout, these

benefit and gain so much from it. Be it roller derby, everyday tasks and

sessions aren’t easy! If you are a complete novice to resistance training

to good mental health, you now have the knowledge to put it all into

working with someone who is trained and experience to coach you

practice.

through technique is vital, poor technique and lifting too heavy too soon
will cause injury.

Taking time to learn the basics, just like roller derby,

will ensure a safe and steady progress to strength training.
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We were there!

Bootcamp

by Rita Skater

photos Tom Malko

March 23-24 in Warsaw, Warsaw Hellcats Roller Girls together with Warsaw Hellbadgers
Officials Squad organized a Spring Bootcamp with Miracle Whips, Wonder Zebra and Shref.

We were very lucky, because the weather on both days was

community. By telling stories about the best / worst / funniest / most

beautiful and encouraged increased activity. And that was quite a lot!

stupid misfits - their own or who they witnessed (without mentioning

Over 50 participants took part in the bootcamp. For them there were

names of course! ;) they explained what is most important in the work

provided different variants of participation: for players, for officials,

of a roller derby referee.

on skates or off, and all possible combinations of the above.
The first day started with activities for players with Miracle Whips.

On the second day, the roles were reversed and the day began with

After a quick warm-up, hard work began. It was amazing to watch

the meeting of the officials, giving players the opportunity to sleep a

Miracle Whips, as he explains the basics of every movement on the

little longer. After four hours, everyone met on the track; Miracle

track with humor and patience. And then as she shows how to

Whips with players improved the teachings of the previous day,

combine these bases to achieve maximum efficiency on the track -

Wonder Zebra and Shref turned theory into practice with their SO

regardless of whether you are a blocker or a jammer.

flock. Bootcamp ended with a traditional scrimm in which you could

After 5 hours of work and a short break to catch a breath, the second

use the freshly acquired knowledge.

part of the first day began: classes for officials. Until now, I have
associated Wonder Zebra and Shref as very good roller derby

Bootcamps are always an amazing opportunity to gain new

refferees and guys coming to life with a long distance. During their

experience, talk to experienced trainers and meet new people forming

classes, it was obviously confirmed, but at the same time I noticed

our community. Therefore, look at the last page of the WAB and see

their huge professionalism and amazing dedication to our sport and

where in our region an event is coming soon (a small hint: in Brno)
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Variety

The Art of Roller Derby
Patch Collecting
by Axis of Stevil

photos from the personal archives

Roller derby is more than a sport - it’s a subculture with its own fans, followers and
supporters. Ever in search of revenue, derby leagues market a variety of merchandise to these
people. T-shirts and sweatshirts, hats and scarves, posters and stickers, and of course, patches.

Patches have a subtle but noticeable place in

So I created the Roller Derby Patches website

human culture. Some people use them for

to catalog of the world of derby patches. I

adornment on their bags and clothing. Others

decided there were nine categories of patches:

display them to promote an idea or cause. Still
others use them to publicly advertise their

League and team

association with an organization. Sometimes

Events

they’re used for all three reasons at once.

Officiating

Derby is no exception.

Associations (WFTDA, UKRDA, etc.)
Memorial

This is where I come in. Like many officials, I

Vendors

prefer not wearing league patches so as not to

Vintage (pre-2000)

present favoritism for one league over another.

Miscellaneous

Tournaments take advantage of this by

Unidentified

distributing event patches for its officials as a
thank you gift and to subtly promote the

With a lot of help from the derby community

tournament to other officials.

we’ve identified over 1,450 patches. I estimate
there are 1,800 or so patches in existence with

My mother offered to turn my patches into a

hundreds more released each year.

As WFTDA learned from their first patch,
minimalism often looks better. Arizona Roller
Derby demonstrated this by removing color
from their 15th anniversary patch. The design
is still interesting but it’s much easier on the

quilt. To make this quilt I’d need an estimated
150-200 patches, far more than I’ll ever

I’m often asked if I have a favorite patch. I

receive from tournaments. So I began buying

don’t. Like many collectors, my favorite patch

every league patch I could get my hands on.

is the next one. But there are a number of

eye.

patches I appreciate for a variety of reasons.
As my collection grew, I realized other
collectors were out there. I created Roller

The WFTDA member patch is the most

Derby Patches on Facebook so I could interact

common derby patch in the world. But did you

with other collectors. They arrived in droves

know it wasn’t their original patch? It’s

and began posting pictures of their collections.

visually cluttered and not a particularly nice

Before long we realized we needed a way to

design. Still, it has a unique place in derby

track them all. Otherwise we’d be buried

history and is on the wish list of many patch

under piles of patches with no clear idea what

collectors.

was out there.
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The Big Easy Rollergirls’ Sweatfest took a

Altering the shape of a patch is another way to

There are two more great patches that combine

different approach. Their patch contains little

make a patch interesting. Team Finland did a

elements of color, shape, and design. One of

text and the logo itself is a sunburst using only

great job of demonstrating this with a silver

these is Liège Roller Derby’s Holy Wheels

two colors.

herring shape.

Menace. Another is Rocktown Roller Derby.

Bergen Roller Derby’s Wet City Rollers takes

Light City Derby does this effectively with an

this to the next level by adding in a fourth color

officiating crew patch shaped like a shield. It

in a visually pleasing fashion. The numbers are

creates the feel of a police badge, perfect since

a bit lost in the design, but perhaps it was

their crew is named The Law.

important to the league to commemorate the
year.

Whatever the design, patches carry a lot of meaning. Not every

we might only be able to identify a small fraction of patches from

patch has a graphic designer at its disposal. The derby community

this era.

pours its heart into their leagues and events, often with little thanks
from the world at large. Even the most basic patches provide

With that in mind, perhaps the true goal of Roller Derby Patches is

something to smile about.

to provide a record for the next generation how derby was presented
on patches. It’s a small niche of history, but an interesting one for

One final note. The “vintage” section of the website only has three

derby fans. After all, who doesn’t love patches?

patches in it. I’m hopeful more will be identified in the future, but
so much derby history from the 1950s, 60s, and 70s has been lost. I

Join our Facebook group if you’d like to be a part of our

couldn’t even begin to tell you how many patches existed and I’m

community. Post pictures of the patches in your collection -- we’ve

sure we’ll never catalog them all. If we don’t make an effort to

identified very few from Eastern Europe and would love to discover

catalog what we have now we stand the risk of losing it as well. If

more. We know they’re out there. It’s just a matter of tracking them

Roller Derby Patches began in forty years from now, it’s possible

down.
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Your help is most welcome.

We were there!

I Tricity Roller Derby

Tricity Roller Derby Doubleheader

Doubleheader - short track edition
- short track edition
by Rita Skater

photos: Karolina Serkowska

On March 16, very, very early in the morning, I got on the train to get
to Gdańsk, where I had to watch two Short Track Roller Derby games
by Gdańsk Chrome Sirens Roller Derby. It was the first public edition
of this roller derby version in Europe, the more I was excited.
I was picked up from the station by one of the team's founders and
taken to the venue. I must admit that the amber stadium in Gdansk
makes an impression :) I met not only Sirens on site, but also a large
squad from Bad Rangers Poznań Roller Derby, who with great
enthusiasm joined in helping with all preparations for the games.
Taping of the track began with turns and to be honest, both myself and
a few others were surprised that the track was not as small as we
thought it would be: P after taping straight lines, it turned out to be an
optical trick caused by a small room.

Gdansk's Sirens first training took place at the end of October last year,
after widely advertised recruitment, they gathered a large number of all
genders fresh meats and conscientiously prepared them for MST. Short
Track has been organized, among others in order to allow inexperienced
players to play their first game in the least stressful conditions, i.e. on
their own track and against members of their own team. Yes, yes Sirens
were able to complete two short track teams.
Despite the fact that in the previous issue we wrote about the rules of
this version of roller derby, however, there were questions that came out
live. Fortunately, the game took place at a “rookie” pace and it was not
difficult to figure out who and why is scoring, and who loses points.
Rookie skaters themselves impressed me with quite a good experience
on the track (hardly anyone could see the familiar “meerkat
expression”), you could even observe several apex jumps and very nice
hip blocking. Big applause for Sirens, for the good preparation of the
fry.
Between games there was a lottery draw, which unfortunately I didn’t
win, but I could cheer up with a large selection of cakes, muffins and
sweet rolls exhibited on the traditional cake derby stand. After all, I was
taken for a restorative meal, my unseen dream of taking a selfie with
Neptune was fulfilled and I was escorted to the platform to the station
itself. So neat I did not feel at any event yet :)
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News from Germany

EROC 2019
by Sam Skipsey (Scottish Roller Derby Blog)

Compared to other sports created in the USA, Roller Derby has been

photos Michael Wittig

second conference in 2011, this had already swelled to 100 attendees

particularly successful outside of that nation; and in Europe, this has

(from 12 countries)! Discussions in previous EROCs have driven the

been driven by the tendency of the community to organise and

development of the European National Governing Bodies, and National

collaborate across national borders in the name of building the sport up,

Tournaments, as well as other pan-European initiatives; they’ve also

and improving.

been regularly attended by reps from WFTDA, who tend to hold at least
one session each conference. (They’ve also inspired other attempts at

Since 2009, Berlin’s Bear City Roller Derby have hosted the European

replicating the same thing on a smaller scale: UKRDA’s UKROC, and,

Rollerderby Organisational Conference - EROC - originally a chance for

Scotland’s Big Blether conferences.)

the emerging leagues across Europe to come together to build
connections across the continent. As the European derby community has

In 2018, EROC took its first hiatus since 2010, with the Roller Derby

grown, so has the breadth of, and scale of, EROC’s attendance, although

World Cup’s scheduling making it impossible to hold in its usual slot…

it has always been hosted by Bear City in Berlin.

but it returned this year, with a new format. EROC 2019 grew into a 4

Whilst the first EROC had only 30 attendees (from 6 countries), by the

day event, split into “workshop” sessions (Thurs-Fri), and more formal,

second conference in 2011, this had already swelled to 100 attendees

but shorter, “sessions” on the weekend. The event also spread out on the

(from 12 countries)! Discussions in previous EROCs have driven the

weekend, from the single venue used for the weekday part (in the

development of the European National Governing Bodies, and National

communal space and emancipation project, NewYorck im Bethanien)

Tournaments, as well as other pan-European initiatives; they’ve also

into additional spaces hosted in one of Bear City’s training venues

been regularly attended by reps from WFTDA, who tend to hold at least

nearby. This did mean a little more walking if you wanted to attend

one session each conference. (They’ve also inspired other attempts at

sessions in different rooms: but I found that, as this was my first time in

replicating the same thing on a smaller scale: UKRDA’s UKROC, and,

Berlin, I didn’t really mind the chance to walk around. I know that some

Scotland’s Big Blether conferences.)

participants found that the physical split inhibited the level of mixing
which a conference depends on, and we can hope that this is taken into

Whilst the first EROC had only 30 attendees (from 6 countries), by the

account in 2020.

Master Blaster, Catherine Beat-her Bones open EROC’s Thursday sessions. [(C) EROC / Bear City Roller Derby /
Michael Wittig]
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News from Germany
This was my first EROC: both as an attendee (as an independent non-

discussions are also a counter to the risk of missing a session: you

official, it’s historically been difficult for Roller Derby to envisage

can always find the speaker later on (or plan ahead and talk to them

people like me existing) and as a speaker. With the conference theme

earlier) and pick their brains in a less formal way. The local region of

for this year being “Inclusion” (in whatever senses the session hosts

Berlin happens to host a bunch of great places to eat; including one

wished to interpret it), not only did many of the topics cover this, but

of the best covered markets for food I’ve ever been in (Markthalle

the conference itself tried to provide support for attendees from

Neun), so it was certainly no hardship to socialise and build

smaller leagues (via “soliprice” sponsored tickets for those who could

connections with the other attendees less formally; although it often

prove need). Like, I suspect, a lot of people in Roller Derby, I was

did mean leaving the venues themselves.

feeling pretty down at the end of 2018, and I wasn’t sure what I was
going to get from this meeting (or from Derby at all).

To some extent, this was also encouraged by mixer sessions: both
social events (including the EROC “afterparty” in a semi-secret

With the parallel structure meaning that choosing one workshop

location near the venue), derby events (the EROC scrimmage, which

meant missing another; and choosing one session meant missing

was a great chance to see skaters of all levels from across Europe

three others; everyone missed more formal sessions than they could

coming together on track), and the mediated “Working group”

attend. This is a usual thing for all conferences; it’s arguably a good

sessions at the end of Friday and Sunday.

sign if you feel like you’re having to make hard choices between lots

The Friday working group session deliberately placed people who

of good topics and presenters. That said, unlike many conferences,

had not met before together, and our group of 6, at least, had

EROC did not provide any “streaming” of topics - the sessions in a

members from Switzerland, Italy, Germany, and Scotland. Derby

given room appeared to not follow a theme - which meant that

sometimes presents itself as a monoculture, especially in the English-

following a particular sub-theme often meant changing physical

speaking subset, and it was interesting to be reminded that this is

location or inspecting the schedule.

definitely not true: there were some significant variations in

Some of the greatest benefits of EROC were to be found outside the

assumptions and practices across our group. What we did have in

formal schedule, as with all conferences: in conversations with the

common, in EROC as a whole too, was a commitment to respecting

other attendees, sharing experiences, opinions and building new

each others’ positions, and talking to each other.

connections. These ad-hoc

The Inclusivity Panel “Icebreaker” activity at EROC 2019 [(C) EROC / Bear City
Roller Derby / Michael Wittig]
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In terms of the “official content”, the workshops and sessions I
attended personally were all useful and interesting, although many of
them were not really “Derby specific”: my personal highlight was
Maurine Filip’s session on Conflict Management (“Breaking Down
Walls - how to work with Conflict Management”, Friday 11:30),
although the presentation from Skateistan - a non-profit initiative to
empower disenfranchised children in Afghanistan, Cambodia and
South Africa, via skateboarding and education - was both powerful
and inspirational. In a way, Skateistan shares quite a lot of the
political aims which Roller Derby aspires to, and it was helpful and
revealing in the ways we approach similar concerns. There was a
strong tendency for both the workshops and the sessions to be very
“interactive”; very few of them were a single person speaking all the
time, and many of them became round-table or group-work sessions.

Whilst the official theme of this edition was Inclusion, I felt that
there was also a lot of useful interrogation of what Roller Derby is and what things it might become - in the more Derby specific

Maurine Filip’s well attended second session (final day) (C) EROC

presentations. Rule 56’s Hydra led an interesting session (“False

/ Bear City Roller Derby / Michael Wittig

Economies”) subtitled “Is our DIY approach holding back our
sport?”, which brought up interesting discussions about what we
value most about Roller Derby - and if our focus on being

Everyone who’d attended them, however, was uniformly enthused

community run (“By the Skater / For the Skater”) also limits how

by the experience: from people who wanted to know how to start

efficiently we can work, as we grow ever wider and our

their own junior team, through to reps for leagues with very

demographics change. In other senses, whilst more directly

established junior divisions. Similarly, I should mention the session

inclusion-oriented, discussion of WFTDA’s interest in Open Division

from Holly Hazard and Petra Pain on Deafness In Sport (with

or All-Gender Roller Derby in Master Blaster’s session; and Mae

simultaneous signing in German Sign Language); and Rainy City’s

Dae’s Derby without Borders session on barriers to accessibility

Michael Watson’s Thursday session on managing (and presenting)

(especially outside the wealthy Western European bubble) helped to

statistics for your team; were very well spoken off by people who

interrogate some social constructs and assumptions in the sport.

attended.

Similarly, the sessions which leveraged the fact that people from

Being scheduled against the Open WFTDA sessions, as well as the

across the continent were present to “get discussions happening”

World Skate session and the session on the WFTDA Officials

were very effective: both the National Tournaments, and National

certification program, my own session was lightly attended, with

Governing Bodies, sessions, whilst being very focused in their

just 6 attendees turning up! However, I will claim the credit for

attendees, seemed very successful in helping people to make the

being the only presentation to interest the head event photographer,

connections, and exchange the experiences, that European derby

BCRD’s Michael Wittig, enough to draw him into actually

needs to progress.

commenting on one of the slides, rather than remaining his usual
ghost-like self observing!

I didn’t manage to attend either of Barney Trubble’s Junior Roller
Derby sessions: the first because I was catching up with the folks at

Would I recommend people attend EROC 2020? Yes: but for the

Derby Without Borders - Mae Dae and Rosie Peacock - who were

community as much as for the event itself. As I noted at the top of

very popular attendees at EROC in general; and the second because it

this report, 2018 had left me feeling pretty demoralised about Roller

conflicted with that session by Hydra on “False Economies”.

Derby; it was the energy and variety of European Derby, collected
in one space, which cured me of that.

The EROC organising committee will also be making audio recordings of all of the workshops and sessions from EROC
2019 publicly available on the event website, along with copies of all of the slides presented. (Some of the presentations at least mine, Hydra’s “False Economies” and Crazylegs’ “Retention and Growth” - have also been made available
already or additionally in other places.)
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News from Czech Rep.

Freshmeat Scrimage
by Moan Alisa

photos Jan Hutter

This event was hosted by my team Hard Breaking Dolls and our

year there was a conversation whether this sport should be added to

biggest aim for the event was to give the first scrimmage to our own

2020 Summer Olympics in Tokyo as a roller sport. In the end, eight

Freshmeat from last year.

new sports were added including skateboarding and wakeboarding

Of course, the participants weren't just

from HBD, but there was also skaters from our sister teams Prague

but unfortunately not roller derby. The International Olympic

City Roller Derby and Freakshow (from Brno), and even one skater

Committee felt that it is still not popular enough. However, taking the

from Lomme Roller Girls in France!

advantage of a new Olympic initiative that allows host cities to

We play scrims against PCRD every month and that's exactly what

include one or more additional events on the Olympic program for

they are, just scrims. We use them just to practice and do not open

that edition of the Olympic Games, Rome has announced that it is

them up to public. However, this scrimmage was different. We

submitting a bid to host Olympics in 2024 and it will want to include

decided to invite spectators and charges a symbolic free of 50CZK (2

roller sports. So maybe, just maybe, we might get a chance, but in the

euros). There was a scoreboard, a merch table, derby make-up, and

meantime, let's carry on playing it!

even a photographer, so it really felt like a proper bout.
Myself, I've played endless amounts of scrimmages and was asked to
play in this one to make the numbers. However, for most of the
players it was their first and I could see a mix of excitement with
nervousness on their faces, but when the game started everyone was
giving their best!

I saw a little bit of sadness when people were

going to the penalty box and when 3 people on my team fouled out,
but it was nothing compare to how happy everyone was after the
game. It was their first game, their first derby make-up, the first time
they got to hear their numbers said by the ref, their first penalties,
their first high fives from the opposite team, their first derby photos,
and their first after party. Oh how I remember those firsts!

In my opinion, it was great that we opened up the scrimmage to the
public because all it does is raise public knowledge of roller derby,
and that's exactly what we need to make the port more popular. Last
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Ramps and Bowls
Chicks In Bowls Winter Meet Up
traditionally in Skate In Park
text by Cosmic Payback

background photos by Dave Snook

For four years already Silesia can be proud of having the best spot for

Traditionally, the core of the crew began with the best warm up ever:

rollerskating under the roof during the winter time. In 2015 few

S-K-A-T-E game, in which one person sets the trick, and all the rest

dedicated guys decided, that they cannot allow the winter hibernation

has to repeat it. Whoever is not able to do it gets the letter, and 5

to take place and created a space opened to all lovers of summer

letters mean leaving the game. The weirder tricks, the more fun time!

sports on wheels. Under one roof there could be found plenty of

At the end of the day, the real winner is always the person who gets

different attractions to skate on: from ramps, through the pool with

to learn the highest amount of tricks, that were never seen before.

soft sponges, pipes, pump track, flat space for recreational skating,

After that kind of introduction, all the fear from backside drop-ins or

special part for freestyle slalom, to space for hokey, trampolines

jumping over the coping while knocking on both skates like Dorothy

and… music equipment (yup! You can skate and have your band

of Oz, disappears. From now on, all the fat ride is starting: jumping

practice at the same time there). Regardless of the wheels, you are

to the pool full of sponges, backflips or slides on rails. Girls with the

into at the moment, you can always find a perfect space for you in

nicknames like Ann Insane, Punch Ache or Cosmic Payback are

Skate In Park. Thanks to openminded, friendly people who created

figuring out how to jump into the ramp with 360-degree turn first.

this place, it’s no surprise that Chicks In Bowls Poland come here

They are exchanging ideas, giving themselves tips and supporting

and bring all the crew with them every winter.

each other, just to change the goal to make the weirdest drop-in that
the imagination could bring. In the meantime, Anna Trzcinska, fresh

This year’s meet up took place on 16-17 of February and attracted

foundress of the clothing brand designed for roller girls: Hopa, took

girls and boys from Poland and abroad: the interesting mix was

care of newbies, who just decided to make their first steps on ramps.

created by riders from Warsaw, Tricity, Wroclaw, Lodz and

Thanks to her high level of attention and detailed remarks, those

Katowice area, and also chicks from Prague, Vienna and

absolute beginners are starting to pump between copings with plenty

Regensburg. A nice surprise was definitely not only appearance of

of confidence and a huge smile on their faces. This unique

plenty new, fresh people who were ready to take their first steps on

atmosphere and friendly approach from all the crew makes this event

ramps, but also first ever official partner for Chicks In Bowls:

very fulfilling. At the end of the day, you are leaving this space with

Tempish Poland, thanks to whom everyone could rent skates totally

many new skills, friendships and an incredible satisfaction.

for free.
The afternoon part was full of attractions too! It was taken over by
Two full days planned for a meet up meant several hours of constant

Karolina from Break The Borders Team and Piotrek, the trainer from

skating and an afterparty in the meantime, so it was super important

a local roller disco rink who invited all participants to flat track just

to properly manage all energy. Saturday morning started perfectly:

next to ramps, to practice freestyle slalom between cups or basic

the day was sunny and most of the other skaters went outside, leaving

dance moves to cool funky music in the background. A nice surprise

all the space just for us!

was also a competition with plenty of gifts and with...roller skates
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as the main prize for the most engaged skater. That’s why the pair of
pink Tempish Star was won by the girl who came to the meet up
alone, with no skates, just with the motivation and drive to learn how
to start shredding those ramps. That’s what it’s all about!

When the competition finished, part of the crew came back to ramps,
while some other people started playing hockey or ping pong on
skates, or some part started creating dance choreography together.
Skate In Park doesn’t give you a space to get bored quick! After few
hours of solid skating, tired but happy skaters decided to head to their
hostels to get some refresh, just to… meet together on the afterparty.
The meeting took place in Hipnoza club, which was perfect to talk at
some beers, get some ideas, exchange experiences or plan next
meetups or skate holidays. May in Warsaw, summer in Prague and
September in Lodz, in the meantime some visit in Vienna to meet
Natalia Morderdorfer on Just-For-Girls-Tuesday. Calendars got full
of plans! The best way to keep yourself posted is to start following
Chicks In Bowls Poland on their Facebook page, where can be found
all the info about upcoming events. If you haven’t checked it out yet,
stop hesitating, it’s worth travelling to some other city and meet all
the crew.

* background photos were not taken on the event
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News from Estonia
Baltic Triple Header
in Tartu
by Psycho Candy

photos: Ingus Ozoliņš, Rainer Kratt and Siim Neerut

On March 9, 2019, Tartu Roller Derby from Tartu, Estonia
organized and hosted a scrimmage between three teams: Tartu Roller
Derby and Tallinn Roller Derby from Estonia and Riga Roller Derby
from Latvia. Due to the fact that none of the teams could gather a full
roster of 15, this scrimmage was organized in the roller derby sevens
format.
Before the scrimmage it was clear that the three teams were not on
equal footing. For both Estonian teams, this scrimmage was their first
opportunity to play, whereas Riga has participated in previous events
including the Slavic/Baltic Sevens Tournament and the Roller Derby
World Cup. However, this triple header was not about winning or
losing, but rather gaining experience and enabling Baltic teams to
grow and develop. For Riga, this opportunity included the new
experience of playing against men, as both Estonian leagues had men
on their roster.

The order of the games was picked from a helmet at the beginning of
the event. The first game was between Riga Roller Derby and Tallinn
Roller Girls. Tallinn Roller Girls was founded in August 2018, so
most of their skaters have trained for about half a year. Taking this
fact into account, they were simply amazing. Of course, as Riga
Roller Derby can affirm, the first game for all new leagues is chaotic.
Skaters are unsure of where they should be and what they should do
and there tends to be a lot of penalties. But that's fine

‒ it's the only

way to learn and become better. In the end, Riga won the game, but
everyone won experience.
The second game was between Riga Roller Derby and Tartu Roller
Derby, who have been around for quite a while, but... we all know the
struggle of roller derby in Eastern Europe. Tartu isn’t a large city, so
attracting potential skaters is even more difficult for this league. The
Tartu team really put up a fight and it was no walk in the park for
Riga Roller Derby, however, in the end, the score was in Riga’s
favor.
The last game was between Tartu Roller Derby and Tallinn Roller
Girls. This game was extremely exciting as neither team allowed the
other to gain more than a 10 point lead. These equally matched teams
challenged the inexperienced officials (especially the jammer refs!),
most of whom were brand new to officiating. The final score was
87:77 in Tartu’s favor.
This event was definitely a success! Everyone gained valuable
experience and we cannot wait until we all meet again on the track.
The three teams are already planning to have more joint practices, as
well as scrimmages in the future. Riga Roller Derby would like to
thank all of the organizers, volunteers, officials, photographers and
supporters who made the first Baltic states triple header possible.
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Derby Art
Michael Budinovsky / Mike-El

I would certainly consider myself as an amateur (yet to get good with the
digital) illustrator. I am geek to the very end, a huge star wars fan, and a
collector of many different kinds of books and figures. Although I work
full-time as a graphic and a web designer I always wanted to make art my
occupation. I finished art school when I was a teenager, but at that time, I
was't smart enough to appreciate the skill and abilities it gave me. Years
later I tried myself here and there, got a very cool project to illustrate a book
on the parent-child relations and started to work harder om my skills. My
works are mostly done by liners and copic markers, then edited on the PC.

About 2 years ago, my wife Sonya (it's her in the image "Bite Hard" #505)
joined the local roller derby community in St-Petersburg, Russia "White
Night Furies". This is, at the very least a community of great strength and
humaine power, and as the world in general struggles to ease itself and
follow the path of inclusivity and healthy tolerance, "White Night Furies" is
one of few, unfortunately, communities that allows anyone to feel
appreciated. At some point, the new recruits formed their own team, "The
Baltic Witches", and I designed a team logo for them. (art attached). For me,
the derby sport itself was a huge "inspirational boost" and I hope to continue
exploring this powerful theme.
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Upcoming Events
24 APRIL

Open for public Short Track Roller Derby game in St-Petersburg

27 APRIL

Hard Breaking Dolls vs Stuttgart Valley RD: Bad Seeds in Prague

4 MAY

Hard Breaking Dolls vs Bad Rangers Poznań Roller Derby Leauge in Prague

4-5 MAY

Chicks in Bowls May Meetup with a Roller Derby twist in Prague

5 MAY

First ever scrimmage for Baltic Witches vs Rollerciraptor Derby Moscow in St-Petersburg

11 MAY

Doubleheader: Warsaw Hellcats Roller Girls vs Riga Roller Derby & PMRD vs Men's Derby Denmark in Warsaw

25 MAY

"Mayday! Short Track Roller Derby Tournament" by Gdańsk Chrome Sirens Roller Derby in Gdańsk

1 JUNE

Sevens Tournament by Hard Breaking Dolls - 8 teams incl.: Czech, Poland, Germany, Innsbruck and Riga! in Prague

8 JUNE

Child's Day Bash - Derby Smash! Tournament by Bad Rangers Poznań Roller Derby Leauge. teams TBA in Poznań

15 JUNE

Prague City Roller Derby vs TBA in Prague

18-19 JUNE

Chicks in Bowls Meetup in Warsaw

29 JUNE

Roller Derby Ljubljana vs Dust City Rollers in Graz

29 JUNE

Hard Breaking Dolls vs Blackland Rockin K-Rollers in Prague

OPEN TRAININGS AND RECRUITMENTS
22, 29 APRIL & 6 MAY

with Breslau Roller Derby

25 APRIL

with Vratislavia MadChix Roller Squad

16 MAY

with Hard Breaking Dolls

every TUESDAY

with Warsaw Hellcats Roller Girls

every TUESDAY & THURSDAY

with Silesia Hexes Roller Derby

BOOTCAMPS
15 JUNE

PRE-BOUT BRNO BOOTCAMP - open bootcamp for skaters with one of the Dublin Roller Derby coaches by
Roller Derby Brno Freakshow

IN THE NEXT ISSUE
The Talk with Miracle Whips, Wonder Zebra & Shref
First steps on ramps
Penalty Box
Bearing cleaning kit
and even more!!!

